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MESSAGE FROM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Mr. ELVIS NGANJE IKOME
It’s a great pleasure serving the community, it’s an honor improving the lives of people,
being the voice of the underprivileged, as a team, we have put up a good work, Our
theme for this years was focused on youths and the 2nd generation and we have all
worked to the end of this years to reflect the theme in the lives of the youths in south
west region of Cameroon. I was so impress with the number of youths who came out
during our Youths In Action program, together we come as youths to make change a
reality, make our community a better place, building the foundation for the generation to
come.
Youths are nation builders, youths are leaders of tomorrow, it’s in this light that I call on
all the youths of today to join us in this call for change, we have to train our minds to
build a foundation for the future, for the generation yet to come, for that time we will be
leaders, the platform we operate today was build and shaped by the youths of yesterday,
who are not leaders of today, we to should shape today for the generation of tomorrow,
and prepare ourselves as better leaders of tomorrow.
Our Youth In Action Program is project which is in its pilot phase, the project is aimed at
nurturing the mind of youths in rural communities to use their community resources to
develop their communities. On behave of CADEF, I say thank you to all our partners with
whom we have mark the end of this years. Thank you.
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Mission Statement
To improve the quality of life for the underprivileged groups (youth,
women and children) within communities through, improve Healthcare,
human right promotion and protection, wealth creation, Education and
capacity building using a community centered approach and advocacy.
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OUR STORY
Cameroon
Development
and
Education Foundation, (CADEF)
is
a
Community-Based
Organization,
Founded
November
2013
and
was
authorized by the Government
of Cameroon in May 2017 with
registration
No
142/G.37/D14/VOL.I/SAAJP.
,
it was founded by Mr, Elvis
Nganje
Ikome,
with
the
committed to improve lives
across local communities in
Cameroon.
Since its creation, CADEF has
been addressing the needs and
building trust of individual
and families in different
communities in Cameroon. Our
Staff
members
work
very
closely with community member
of rural communities, Our
staffs are predominately of

rural
origin
and
have
experience what it take to
live
in
very
remote
communities, this has enable
us
to
reach
out
and
understand
the
local
community needs. Over the
past 3 years, CADEF has
provided assistance in peace
building,
human
right
promotion
and
protection,
community
development,
Education,
health
care;
hygiene
and
sanitation,
gender empowerment and wealth
creation. CADEF continue to
look forward to leveraging it
experience and networks to
create much more relevant and
impactful change to those in
the hard to reach areas also
known as minority groups such
as widows, displaced women
and
their
families,
girl
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children who are drop out
from schools, orphans and
vulnerable children as well
as HIV and AIDS infected
persons who are all main
beneficiaries
of
CADEF
programs.
CADEF through its integrated
approach
to
sustainable
development has a network of
civil society organizations
such
as
cooperative
societies,
association,
common
initiative
groups,
farmers groups, youth and
women group that we work with
in
order
to
empower
communities and bring value
added changes in different
communities in Cameroon. So
far
CADEF
covers
6
communities in South West
Region of Cameroon with sub
offices.

Global Objectives/Aims
 To
create
a
poverty
alleviation synergy in Fako
and beyond.
 To foster the initiation and
implementation
of
sustainable
development
action
and
project
in

diverse domains of interest
as
approved
by
the
foundation.

Ultimate outcome
To
ensure
that
underprivileged
groups have increased access to and
control
over
socio-economic
and
political
resources
for
improved
livelihood
in
Cameroon
through
programs on health, gender, human
right, capacity building and wealth
creation.

Specific Objectives
The specific objectives of CADEF are
inter alia:To undertake feasibly sustainable
activities and projects for the
empowerment
of
children,
youths,
women,
and
adult
males
in
the
domains of:-

Social Welfare
Social Justice and Peace
Youths and Women’s Empowerment
Agro-ecological
and
Organic
Farming
Education
and
Vocational
Training
Information and Communication
Technology
Community Development
Healthcare Education
Environmental Education
Networking
and
Information
Sharing
Research,
Audiovisuals
and
Publication
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OUR APPROACH
CADEF bridges the
gap between the
rural and urban
masses, the poor
and the rich, the
physically
impaired
and
handicap, working
to
achieve
aggregate
and
equal
society
wherein equal right of men, women, and the
boy and girl children are guaranteed and
protected without bais and injustice.
CADEF teaches rural communities to become
more self-reliant using community centered
approach and advocacy with trained staffs
and volunteers recruited entirely from the
rural
community,
CADEF
builds
the
organizational
and
management
capacity
necessary to instill effective community
leadership. The result is a system in which
Rural Community Population are empowered
skills and knowledge to develop their
community using the community resources.
CADEF also works with relevant authorities
to gain access to education, health, and
decent work opportunities. We have reached
out
to
local
and
Regional
government
leaders, independent bodies, and the media.
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Building a stronger Foundation For
the Better Future of Communities.

Our
5th
year
of
successfully serving the
rural communities in South
West Region of Cameroon
working
towards
greater
relations
and
understanding
rural
indigenes.
This year, CADEF’s action
plan strived to meet the
needs
of
communities
through youth program.
Highlights of CADEF’s 2017
programs, include, YOUTH
IN
ACTIION,
a
program
design to nurture the mind
of
youths
in
rural
communities, to engage in
Volunteer programs to care
and
better
their
communities. We had the
Digital Native, a project
aimed at promoting digital
education
for
the
next
generation.
Operation
Christmas Child, a program
design to build leadership
concept in the mind of the
future generation through
biblical
principles
and
instruction.
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HIGHLIGHTS
2017
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YOUTHS IN ACTION
“Youths
in
Action”
is
a
leadership
program
which
involves a clean- up campaign
hosted once every year on the
commemoration of the "World
Environmental Day". And it is
aimed at encouraging youths
to
engage
in
volunteer
activities
to
make
their
communities better and clean. Our
community is where we belong and
its environment must be cared for.
CADEF is here to encourage the youths
to be active participants in their communities, and to
build a strong foundation for a better future of their
communities.

OPERATION CHRISTMAS
CHILD
The program runs September
to December, under the
umbrella of SAMARITAN'S
PURSE an American Christian
NGO, reaching out to
children in primary and
nursery schools in local
communities, west coast
south west Cameroon,
between the age 2 to 14
years, with discipleship
courses, building their
morals and conduct with the
good news of Christ. The
children are been given
shoe boxes and other
11

material donated through SAMARITAN'S PURSE to enhance
their Christmas holiday.

DIGITAL NATIVE
As part of our corporate
social responsibility, and
fulfilling our goals and
vision,
CADEF
and
her
members celebrate Christmas
Jamboree
through
our
project
called
“DIGITAL
NATIVE” with the pupils of
various
local
community
primary and nursery schools in
South West Region. “DIGITAL
NATIVE” is an annual program
organized.
It
is
aimed
at
boosting pupils’ knowledge on
how
to
use
computers
thus
promoting digital education and
offering them Christmas gifts. We Visit primary and
nursery school in local communities in South West
Region and spend a few hours with the pupils, play
with them, sing with them, dance with them, ask them
questions on Information Technology (ICT), train them
on how to use computers and tables loaded wish
educational materials and most importantly offer them
gifts and digital learning materials to take home. The
essence is to boost their knowledge on computers and
stir in them the love for Information Technology.
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SUPPORT FOR DISABLE
PROGRAM
A program designed for the
support of the disable person,
in which 124 disable persons
from 9 different communities
were supported with walking
aid equipment.

MOTHERS FOR ALL
A
program,
designed
for
rendering support to widows in
rural communities, 86 widows
from
5
different
rural
communities were supported with
food items; bag of rice, salt,
savons, Omo etc.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS
 About 150 youths from 8 different communities in South
West Region through the YOUTH IN ACTION program,
were trained on leadership with their minds nurtured, and
encouraged to engage in volunteer activities to make their
communities better and clean.
 4 nursery and primary schools were covered during our
operation Christmas Child program, and about 185 children
we reached with packages for Christmas.
 13 school where covered during our program “Digital
Native”. With 260 pupils supported with digital materials to
promote digital education.

A GENERATION EMPOWERED WILL
EMPOWER THE
WORLD
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